Abstract-We attack specific problems related to equalizer performance in undermodeled cases in which assumptions of perfect equalizability are dismissed in favor of a more realistic situation in which no equalizer setting may achieve perfect channel equalization. We derive a characterization of candidate convergent points for a family of blind criteria which appeal, tacitly or wittingly, to maximizing the ratio of different sequence norms of the combined channel-equalizer impulse response. This may be accomplished in a practical implementation by using equalizer output cumulants of different orders. The popular Godard and Shalvi-Weinstein schemes are accommodated at one extreme of the family of criteria. We also show that each maximum at the other extreme of the family, involving progressively higher order output cumulants, yields, precisely, a Wiener response. This suggests that blind algorithms using progressively higher order statistics may converge more closely to a Wiener response than those using more modest order statistics. We show, moreover, that the superexponential family of algorithms is also included and establish a convergence proof for undermodeled cases that appeals to no approximation. Finally, some apparently novel bounds on attainable open-eye measures in undermodeled cases are also derived.
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The grass is greener on the other side of the fence.
-common proverb
I. INTRODUCTION

B
LIND equalization methods for digital communication systems are an attractive alternative to their training sequence based counterparts as blind methods do not squander precious channel capacity with the periodic transmission of training sequences. Fractionally spaced equalization methods, in particular, have met with renewed interest in recent years, owing to recent results [1] - [4] showing that perfect channel equalization is attainable, provided the channel impulse response is strictly finite in duration, the polyphase components of the oversampled channel have no common zero (the so-called channel disparity condition), and the equalizer impulse response length is chosen correctly. Some popular blind adaptation algorithms can also claim (e.g., [4] - [6] ) to be free from suboptimal convergent points in such cases, i.e., although multiple convergent points generically exist, each achieves perfect channel equalization; the convergent points Manuscript received January 16, 1998 ; revised July 28, 1998. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Prof. Antonio Cantoni. P. A. Regalia is with the Département Signal et Image, Institut National des Télécommunications, Evry, France (e-mail: regalia@int-evry.fr).
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are distinguished essentially by the residual delay provided by each. Although this basic result is quite encouraging, knowledge of the channel impulse response length is required to choose the correct equalizer length, and deducing this length is not necessarily a well-conditioned problem. For this task, channel order estimation procedures may certainly be envisaged, but no estimator can claim perfect accuracy, and the true channel length may be slowly varying (compared with the baud rate) in time, reaching, on occasion, a value higher than any estimator may venture to determine. Performance degradations due to insufficient length equalizers are thus inevitable.
Here, we attack specific problems related to equalizer performance in undermodeled cases in which assumptions of perfect equalizability are dismissed in favor of a more realistic situation where no equalizer setting may achieve perfect channel equalization. This occurs, for example, if the equalizer length is insufficient and/or the channel disparity condition is violated, even in the absence of channel noise. The idealized scenario, featuring multiple convergent points with each achieving perfect channel equalization, is deformed into a more realistic and daunting scenario in which multiple convergent points are still present but now offering disparate performance levels.
If undermodeling refers to an equalizer's inability to restore the transmitted sequence perfectly, then contributing factors may be recognized in background noise, multiple sources due to spectral leakage and/or imperfect demultiplexing, and insufficient equalizer lengths. We shall focus our attention on the latter factor, in a single-source, noise-free setting. While it is certainly a simpler setting to treat, it is not, as such, elementary. It does, however, allow us to offer an algebraic definition of "undermodeled" (Definition 1 in Section II) that proves relevant for the present paper, and the insights gained may hopefully motivate starting points for tackling the more challenging multisource, noisy channel setting.
We address, in particular, the characterization of candidate convergent points for a family of blind criteria that appeal, tacitly or wittingly, to maximizing the ratio of different norms of the combined channel-equalizer impulse response. With denoting the vector built from this combined response (see Fig. 1 ), we study a characterization of all stationary points and maxima of using the standard sequence norm as varies over the set of attainable combined responses. The problem becomes more challenging once this set excludes "ideal" combined responses, as will be the case once practical undermodeling considerations are taken seriously. The family of criteria is relevant because the Godard [7] and Shalvi-Weinstein [8] schemes are known to have convergent points at the maxima of , as reviewed in Section II, and we show also that the superexponential family of algorithms [5] in fact seek the maxima of , where is a user-chosen integer no smaller than two.
Section II reviews the problem setting and mathematical preliminaries for our study. Section III shows, for undermodeled cases, that each maximum of as yields precisely a Wiener response. This suggests that blind equalization methods using progressively higher order statistics may converge more closely to a Wiener response than those using more modest order statistics, although this result must be tempered in practice by the higher variances typically exhibited by higher order statistical estimates.
Section IV presents a necessary and sufficient condition for a candidate attainable combined response to be a stationary point of for finite . The characterization is nonlinear, as perhaps expected, but tractable. Section V introduces a nonlinear map whose fixed points are precisely the stationary points so sought. A simple iteration based on this nonlinear map allows us to recover the superexponential algorithm of Shalvi and Weinstein [5] , who argued for convergence to a solution resembling a Wiener filter, provided the undermodeling effects are not too severe. We give a much stronger result in Section V, namely, that the algorithm approaches a maximum of (where is user chosen); since our result appeals to no approximation, it applies even if the undermodeling effects are quite severe. As the proofs in Sections IV and V are somewhat technical, the reader wishing to skip them the first time through may do so with little loss of continuity.
Section VI derives some apparently novel bounds on openeye measures for undermodeled cases, which are useful in simulation studies and prototype verification. Concluding remarks, and directions for further work, are synthesized in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM SETTING AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we review some basic concepts and considerations for the channel-equalizer cascade depicted in Fig. 1 .
A. Attainable Responses
With denoting the scalar-valued source sequence to be transmitted, the equalizer input is obtained after demodulation and sampling of the receiver output, giving the -element vector
Here, is the single-input -output (real or complex) channel impulse response, each term of which is a column vector of elements. We assume the channel is stable and causal ( for ). For the baud-rate, single-sensor case, we take , whereas the fractionally spaced and/or multisensor case corresponds to . The equalizer output becomes in terms of the equalizer impulse response of length ; each term is a row vector of elements so that is a scalar-valued sequence.
From the cascade structure of Fig. 1 This is clearly a linear subspace of . We denote by the orthogonal projection operator onto ; this may be written as , where superscript denotes Hermitian transpose, and superscript denotes (pseudo-) inversion.
We distinguish next "sufficient order" from "undermodeled" equalizers. 1 Definition 1: The equalizer will be termed sufficient order if (the identity) and undermodeled if . We illustrate this distinction with two examples:
Example 1: Suppose the channel impulse response is of finite duration ( , say), and let be the channel transfer function vector. The combined response will be a vector in the finite-dimensional complex space (or its real counterpart if and are both real). If (fractionally spaced and/or multisensor case) and for all (the channel disparity condition), then choosing the equalizer order no smaller than gives the entire space (or ) as the range space of (e.g., [4] ) so that . An arbitrary vector in (or ) can then be reached by an appropriate setting of the equalizer coefficients . If, on the other hand, the equalizer order is chosen smaller than , and/or if the channel disparity condition is violated, and/or (baud rate, single-sensor case), then only a proper subspace of (or ) can be reached by varying the equalizer coefficients, giving . Example 2: Suppose the channel impulse response is infinite in duration
. If the channel and equalizer are BIBO stable, the combined response will still be an element of the infinite sequence space . If the equalizer order is finite, then only a finite-dimensional (and, hence, insufficient) subspace of can be reached by varying the equalizer coefficients , giving . If we let , then we will obtain if and only if is bounded and nonzero for all (see the Appendix).
B. Criteria to be Maximized
A popular criterion for equalization, originating in Donoho [9] , involves normalized cumulants of the form cum cum , in which cum is the cumulant of order of a random variable (more on cumulants in system theory can be found in [11] ). If the source is an independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random sequence and circular if complex, then [8] , [9] cum cum cum cum
The positive th root of the parenthetic term is the ratio of different sequence norms, viz where Adaptive algorithms seeking a maximum of the function cum cum met with rekindled interest following Shalvi and Weinstein [8] , who treated the case . The Godard algorithm [7] , [10] has since been recognized to likewise seek a maximum of , provided the source sequence has a negative fourth-order cumulant [4] ; the same may be shown for sources having a positive fourth-order cumulant by using a reparametrization of the equalizer [12] .
Deducing candidate convergent points for these procedures thus leads us to the following problem.
Problem 2: Characterize all stationary points (including maxima) of for each as varies over the set of attainable responses . It is known that for any square-summable sequence and that the upper bound of unity is attained if and only if the sequence has a sole nonzero term (e.g., [8] , [9] ). Since for all (nonzero) complex scalars , two responses ( and , say) are equivalent with respect to this criterion if for some scalar . Accordingly, we shall say that admits a "unique" maximum in some subset of if all vectors in the subset attaining the maximum belong to a one-dimensional (1-D) subspace of the form for some vector in the subset. We denote by the th unit vector. In the sufficient order case , a local maximum of , for any , is attained if and only if for any attainable delay and for an arbitrary nonzero scalar . In the undermodeled case , the structure of the set of all maxima of is less clear and dependent on but will be exposed starting in Section III.
C. Dominant Cones
Following [4] 
D. Wiener Combined Responses
The th Wiener combined response, denoted , is the best approximation in to a pure delay of samples, , then any maxima of in must occur along the boundary . We remark that if a maximum of in is encountered on the boundary (part 3), then enlarging the search space for with an appropriate adjacent dominant cone will generally allow an increase in the function .
Proof: We exploit the fact that for any scalar . We shall choose the scale factor such that the norm of each equals within and then deduce the shape of the surface that results.
To this end, suppose each is scaled such that (4) (If is not so scaled, then will be, upon choosing ; since , we assume that (4) holds without loss of generality.) We then observe that in which we recall that the Wiener response is a reproducing kernel [cf. (1) ] and that in view of (4). This shows that and are orthogonal, and hence, the Pythagorean theorem gives the relation for all that are scaled according to (4) . Since this relation is equivalent to , we recognize a sphere in with center and radius ; the choices and yield antipodal points on this sphere. Since , the distance from the origin at each point of this sphere is , which becomes for that part of the sphere that passes through . Now, since the sphere includes the origin, the unique farthest point from the origin on the sphere is its antipode , which thus attains the unique local maximum of . If we restrict our attention to that part of the sphere that passes through , we obtain part 1. If , then it becomes the unique maximum of in , giving part 2. If, on the other hand, , then seeking a farthest point from the origin on that part of the sphere that passes through must push us to the boundary , to give part 3. Example 3: Consider a baud-rate equalizer using an FIR channel and a two-coefficient equalizer. The space is then spanned by the columns of obtained from the QR decomposition of . We then have , and each may be written as using a polar parametrization of the two-coefficient equalizer . Since the columns of are orthonormal, we have . A sphere in the combined response space will, by norm preservation, appear as a sphere in the equalizer coefficient space
. We choose such that . Fig. 2 This says that all nonzero terms have the same amplitude , as first deduced by Godard [7] , but using a different proof that does not readily accommodate the undermodeled case. If two or more terms are nonzero, then the stationary point is a saddle point or minimum (see Yi and Ding [4] for the case ; that proof extends readily to the case as well).
For the undermodeled case , we obtain for some . As is not known a priori, this relation does not reveal the form of . Since a closedform solution of all stationary points does not appear at hand for undermodeled cases, the next section develops an iterative procedure that converges to a local maximum of .
V. ITERATIVE CONSTRUCTION OF MAXIMA OF
The stationary points fulfilling Theorem 6 may be identified as the fixed points of a nonlinear map , which sends a unit sphere of to itself, which is defined as 1) Take , scaled to unit norm (the choice of norm is arbitrary for now). 2) Project its Hadamard power onto 3) Scale the result to unit norm (using the same norm as in step 1). It is straightforward to check that the fixed points of this map (i.e., those unit-norm in for which ) are precisely the stationary points fulfilling Theorem 6. The following inequality applies whenever is not a fixed point.
Theorem 7: Let be scaled to unit norm. If , then . We offer some remarks prior to the proof. Remark 3: It follows readily that the iterative procedure (7) in which the subscript denotes the iteration number, will approach a local maximum of , save for an exceptional set of initial conditions on . 2 Which maximum is approached depends on the initialization.
Remark 4: If we consider the sufficient-order case , then the iteration (7) reduces to the super-exponential algorithm proposed by Shalvi and Weinstein [5] ; if , then successive iterates converge to at a superexponential rate. (If we consider the norm in steps 1 and 3, then
; by induction, we obtain . This is "superexponentially" contractive because if with , then ). For the undermodeled case , the iteration (7) may be found in [5, (22) - (24)], proposed therein as a realizable approximation to the superexponential algorithm; see also [6] . Shalvi and Weinstein argue that if for all , then the trajectory in question should still converge to a solution near a Wiener response. It is not clear from [5] , though, how the approximation should be quantified to ensure convergence. The proof of Theorem 7 to follow, and, hence, the convergence inference of the previous remark, appeals to no approximation.
Proof: For convenience, we assume normalization in the algorithm:
. The inequality will then follow by showing that whenever We begin with the identity Re Re Re Re
The proof proceeds in two steps. 1) We show first that the inequality Re Re 2 The exceptional set will include, e.g., all saddle points and all crest lines leading to such saddle points.
is valid for any two vectors and in , with strict inequality whenever . This will give, with respect to (8) Now, since for all , we may write which is clearly non-negative because the integrand is nonnegative and indeed positive whenever . The sum (9) is thus comprised of non-negative terms. If , then for at least one index , we have so that the sum (9) is positive to give the inequality of the first part of the proof. Fig. 3(a) ; this initial point is the maximum of in (Theorem 4). Fig. 3(b) shows the combined response at iteration nine;
begins to overtake as the dominant term. Fig. 3(c) shows the combined response at interation 20, which has converged to a maximum of in the penetrable part of cone . Fig. 3(d) shows the value of versus the iteration number , verifying the monotonic rise to its final value. The curve also illustrates how the convergence rate need not be superexponential in undermodeled cases.
For this example, does not contain a maximum in , although the criteria , for all , do contain a maximum there. We have observed in many examples that the number of maxima of is upper bounded by the number of maxima of , but whether some intrinsic ordering relation between the number of maxima of and can be established remains open. Example 5: A theme in many works [8] , [15] , [16] , then an , which minimizes one measure, need not minimize the other.
The measure OEM is more amenable to analysis; we may verify that OEM for all from which follows OEM This shows that OEM and are related by a negative monotonic deformation within a given cone so that any minimum of OEM in must correspond to a maximum of in , and vice versa. As a corollary to Theorem 4, if , then it attains the unique minimum of OEM in ; if , then any minimum of OEM in must occur along the boundary . The measure OEM , however, is more relevant for equalization purposes because it bounds the maximum distortion. For each source constellation, there exists a threshold such that, if OEM , the intersymbol interference is less than half the distance separating adjacent symbols of the source constellation (in the absence of noise). All residual intersymbol interference may then be removed by passing the equalizer output through a quantizer, which replaces the equalizer output by its nearest neighbor in the source constellation. 
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have derived an analytic characterization of stationary points for a family of blind equalization criteria in undermodeled cases in the single-source, noise-free setting. The family includes at one extreme , which is the function whose maxima are sought by the Godard and Shalvi-Weinstein schemes, whereas the other extreme was shown to have maxima at Wiener responses. The superexponential algorithms are also incorporated, as we have shown that they seek maxima of , where is a user-chosen integer. A key concern in any adaptive filtering scheme admitting multiple convergent points is how many extrema the cost function admits. This number has not been deduced in this work, except for the limiting case ; Theorem 4 shows that the number of maxima of is the number of Wiener responses that lie in their target cones. How to explicitly quantify this latter number without inspecting all Wiener responses, however, remains open.
We have also observed that a given cone may be penetrable without a convergent point existing there, contrary to what is suggested by the supporting arguments of [18, Theorem 3.1] . Example 4 presents a case in which a given cone is penetrable and contains a maximum of for all but does not contain a maximum for . An algorithm seeking a maximum of is thus obliged to migrate to another cone containing a better solution, i.e., to where the "grass is greener." This behavior suggests that the Godard or Shalvi-Weinstein schemes may favor convergence to proximities of better Wiener filters over worse ones.
The influence of channel noise and/or multiple sources has not been incorporated in this work. These artefacts, like insufficient equalizer lengths, can prohibit perfect equalization, and extensions of our results to this more general setting are currently under study.
APPENDIX INFINITE LENGTH VERSUS SUFFICIENT ORDER
Here, we provide a short verification that if the channel and equalizer impulse response lengths are both infinite, a sufficient order case is obtained if and only if the transfer function vector of dimensions fulfills for all .
We note first that the constraint for all is a minimum-phase condition (see, e.g., [19] 
